The Marian College Theatre will unveil its production of Rodgers and Hammerstein's musical, "Carousel," April 30 and May 1. "Grand" is an appropriate adjective to describe the play. Because of its greatness and size, the musical will begin in full proscenium style.

Based on Ference Molnar's "Liliom," "Carousel" has the unrelenting task to follow the hit Oklahoma! in 1945. It tells of the love affair between brush, handsome Billy Bigelow (Jack O'Hara) and lovely,vida, Julie Jordan (Mary Cronk).

Crowning Honors Mary as Queen

The May Crowning ceremony will take place Monday, May 2, to begin the month in which we honor Mary.

Susan Picken, secretary of the Student Board, will represent the student body in presenting roses at the altar of Our Lady, St. M cardiovascular, the focal point of the campus.

With the completion of the new construction of additional residence halls to shelter another 245 students, the College will endeavor to obtain a $3,750,000 million endowment program to cover faculty salaries, loan and job programs, and student scholarship aid by the year 1976.

The Indianapolis planning consultant firm of Schellie Associates drew up, in 1963, a site plan for Marian College and Park School which was necessitated.

The Indianpolis planning consultant firm of Schellie Associates drew up, in 1963, a site plan for Marian College and Park School which was necessitated.

Each year the arrival of spring is the harbinger of fine meteorological predictions, of the preliminaries to the Indianapolis "Smokey Mike Moss, patroness of Marian's biggest productions (with over 40 in the cast) and I think that it will be one of the best shows we've done."

The multi-talented and vivacious Mrs. Moran is a welcome new member on Marian's production staff. She choreographed the show and designed most of the costumes. During the ceremonies for the dancers and the women (Continued on page 2)

Prom Promises Pink, Bouncy Bubbles

Marian launches Ten Year Development Project

"Carousel" is the harbor of high-stakes musicals. Rodgers and Hammerstein's "Carousel" is the harbinger of fine meteorological predictions, of the preliminaries to the Indianapolis "Smokey Mike Moss, patroness of Marian's biggest productions (with over 40 in the cast) and I think that it will be one of the best shows we've done."

The multi-talented and vivacious Mrs. Moran is a welcome new member on Marian's production staff. She choreographed the show and designed most of the costumes. During the ceremonies for the dancers and the women (Continued on page 2)

Marian College eagerly anticipates the future as she begins preliminary studies in the $37,000,000 development program, announced Apr. 21 by Rev. Mother Marie, O. P., chairman of the Board of Trustees, and Rt. Rev. Msgr. Francis J. Reine, president. (See page 5 for further details).

The present Park School buildings will be utilized for classrooms and a student center. As a result of new landscaping, the buildings will be oriented away from Cold Spring Road to face the geographic center of the campus.

With the completion of the new library, the present library will be occupied exclusively by the art department. To further this end, a wing of art studios and classroom will be added to Madonna Hall.

To meet the critical labor shortage, a remodeling of existing laboratory facilities at Marian College and Park School will be necessitated.

In addition, a spectator sports gymnasium is planned later in the program while the Park School gym has been designated for intramural sports.

Fifty per cent of the present student body of Marian College is composed of resident students. In order to preserve this ratio, the construction of additional residence halls to shelter another 245 men and women will be made by 1976.

During the next ten years, the development plan also entails doubling the faculty while at the same time maintaining moderate tuition fees. Therefore, the college will endeavor to obtain a $3,750,000 million endowment program to cover faculty salaries, loan and job programs, and student scholarship aid by the year 1976.

The Indianapolis planning consultant firm of Schellie Associates drew up, in 1963, a site plan including the present expansions program.

Total 810 629 77.6

Voting participation was as follows:

Eligible Voters Percent

Sophomores 211 182 86.6

Juniors 124 104 83.4

Seniors 113 73 65.8

Total 680 629 77.6

Dayhop turnout was 941 out of 481, 71.3 per cent; resident, 285 out of 329, 86.5 per cent.

John Lynch is the newly elected Student Board Association president. He was chosen by an all school vote (of which there was a record turnout at the polls) last May, a dozen must be obtained in advance.
Student Protest: Parking Paucity

Any driver arriving on campus after 8:30 a.m. in the morning stands a good chance of receiving a parking ticket due to the simple fact that there are no "legal" places which have not already been filled. This is a deplorable situation for a school that is growing in stature as rapidly as Marian.

If convenient parking space is inadequate at the present time, not only for students but for visitors to our numerous community-oriented activities, it is not hard to imagine what the future situation will be in a year or two.

The lifting of the class restrictions on each individual lot has been an impetus for utilizing parking lots. The program contains long-range plans for parking space but the existing situation calls for an immediate solution.

Classroom Course Values To Be Scanned

Following the example of other leading institutions, two suggestions can be made. The first of these is an enrollment of the former "Freshman" lot to accommodate a greater number of automobiles. After all, lots are not so far removed from the Administration Building as to be inconvenient for students and guests alike.

The other solution would be a banning of driving on campus by underclassmen which would be an unfortunate step indeed, but possibly necessary.

Now is the necessary time to discuss immediate plans for convenient and adequate parking space for all of those people who may wish to drive to our campus.

Letter to the Editor

Mr. Richards, in last week's edition of the Marian Phoenix, gave the meaning of "education in the tradition of Catholic scholarship" and seems to posit this phrase as the corner-stone of faith and student apathy here at Marian as an answer to this question.

I cannot agree. The tradition of Catholic scholarship is one of contributions to the world of knowledge and religion—a tradition which Bishop Borecky of Indianapolis, Thomas Aquinas, Teilhard de Chardin, Karl Rahner, John McGonigle, and many others have been identified with.

These men did not feel that religion and scholarship do not mix—an idea which many would hold today. Nor did a religious view point prevent their academic contributions to this dialogue. No one can, however, be forced to ask a question. The failure to do so is a personal matter.

Education is a dialogue between professor and student and the potential for a religion oriented liberal education is present at Marian. A willingness to learn and a quest for growth are the foundations for this dialogue. No one can, however, be forced to ask a question. The failure to do so is a personal matter.

The Marian Phoenix

The Group' Deemed Timeless

By Mary Pape

1923 or 1966—does it matter? Mary McCarthy's "The Group" was a best seller in 1933. In 1962, thirteen years after the publication of eighty Vassar graduates from the class of 1923 and it is seen by viewers of the screen in 1966 as dated, it is timeless.

Remove the ample-length hemlines and vintage curls, replace them with those of today and the universality of this story is projected forth.

Or perhaps the unspoken observations are overlooked, the conversations of these eight women seem very similar to those of today's women. They talk of love, men, sex and the future.

Perhaps a handful of girls drawn randomly from today's population of any campus would not prove identical to those eight. Nevertheless, the eight types could be found in any campus.

The story is a follow-up of their lives after graduation, "in their own words" searches for love and success and how they succeed or fail in their quests. These girls represent eight archetypes with respect to personalities that will never cease to exist. They are tied together by a universal theme—the search for happiness.

Lakcy, played by Candy Bergen, the leader of the group, does not appear in most of the movie. Nevertheless, she finds her love in a restored fervor while in Europe, but to no avail. She is the only one of the group who did not find some pleasure in the situations of "The Group." At least seven of the eight waste talents which could have been used to attain true happiness. The exception is Polly. She is the only one who suffers but does not cause suffering. She is rewarded with true love, that is, the success and happiness for which they all strived. So 1923 or 1966—does it matter?

Weddings

Miss Karen Boyle '60 to Mr. Robert Hon, '60, St. John of Ave, Indianapolis, Apr. 16.

Miss Patricia Pojeta '65 to David Whitcomb, '65, St. Mary's, Niles, Mich., Apr. 16.

Miss Charlotte Van Noy '65 to Mr. David L. Allstett, St. John of Ave, Indianapolis, Apr. 16.

Miss Kathleen Kiley '65 to Mr. Charles Stimson, St. Mary's, Niles, Mich., Apr. 16.
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In Memoriam

Miss Victoria Montani, 11, harp instruc­
tor at Marian College in 1930 and 1940 and a famous harpist from the Indianapolis Sym­
phony Orchestra, died Apr. 4, at General
Hospital. A memorial Mass was offered in the
catholic chapel.

Sympathy

Family and students extend their sincere sympathy to: Mrs. Marie Lou Mattheson Aug. 34, on the death of her husband, Dr. Harry Roth '84 and Mrs. Susan Roth '72 on the death of their father, Jerome Kincheloe '84 on the death of his father.

Dave Ellsworth, freshman, and James Ellsworth '65 on the death of their mother.

Frosh View Honors Seminars

Interested freshmen were given an op­portunity on Thursday, Apr. 3 to discover what the Honors Program is all about. The potential members participated in model seminars which discussed a reading from the field of literature, social science, or sci­ence.

Discussion groups were led by faculty members from the Honors Program and students who are members of the program. Refreshments were placed on the forefront thenceforth holding a discussion, rather than observing one.

Join Steibich's The Pearl was analy­zed by students attending the literature seminar. The discussion was led by Father Bernard Head, Cheryl Green, Sister Gerri­ge and Ellen Rodnus.

Gayle Steigerwald's reaction to the dis­cussion was, "It was worthwhile because it was a student seminar and it was stu­dent led."

Freshmen attending the seminar on soc­ial science talked about A Poster History on the Reformation by Father Hughes. Headed by Kenneth Looney and Ann Treck, their discussion centered mainly on Luther's obligation to speak out on the matter of printing and printing the text on the In Memoriam
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Sneak Preview: Bold New Look of Marian for '67

Library Close-up

Marian's new library, designed by the architectural firm of Evans Woollen III and Associates, will present a definite contrast with the present library. Housing approximately 205,000 volumes in comparison with the present 45,000, the building will contain close to feel reading and study facilities, including 146 carrels—almost three times the number of carrels—also enclosed booths designed for individual study.

The ground floor will be accessible through a separate entrance enabling students and visitors to enter this section of the building at times when the main library is closed. Included on this floor will be a main lobby as well as a room for special collections, two librarian's offices, and a bibliography center. A drama group to show tune medleys will be scheduled to present productions of two Marian College senior art students will be held from May 1—May 14 in Madonna Hall. The program will close with the singing of this school hymn. The concert is free of charge. Tickets, seats will be reserved.

Variety will be the keynote for the Spring Concert to be presented by the Marian College Chorale and the Concert Band. May 15, at 8 p.m., the university choir, ranging from Renaissance madrigals to show tune medleys, will be featured in this, the first such combined effort of the instrumental and choral resources of the music department.

The Chorale, under the direction of Mr. Alexander McDonald, will sing madrigals of Lassus and Persichetti of a poem by e. e. cummings, and the Ray Covert arrangement of "Try a Little Tenderness." The program will close with the combined band and chorale singing the Wilhousky setting of "The Battle Hymn of the Republic" and with the first performance of "Alice Make!, a joint effort of student and faculty members of the Music Department. The audience will be asked to join in the singing of this athenaeum hymn. The concert is free of charge and open to the public.

Carousel . . .

(Continued from page 1)

Characters are: Jo Ellen Cuthbertsen, Eileen Crosby, Joan Swaas, Elaine Harrits, Dianne Herbe, and Ann Krueger.

In charge of the music is Constance Knoll, backed up by Patric Krider and Karen Atkins. Direction of the chorale is supervised by Mr. Alexander McDonald. Because of the demand for tickets, all seats will be reserved.

Band Chorale to Unite

In May Spring Concert

Vocal Octet assisted by pianist Carol Hobbs and guitarist Robert Lawrence. The group will perform a Morley madrigal, a contemporary setting by Vincenzo Persichetti of a poem by a. e. cummings, and the Ray Covert arrangement of "Try a Little Tenderness." The program will close with the combined band and chorale singing the Wilhousky setting of "The Battle Hymn of the Republic" and with the first performance of "Alice Make!" a joint effort of student and faculty members of the Music Department. The audience will be asked to join in the singing of this athenaeum hymn. The concert is free of charge and open to the public.

Oils, Water Colors Dominate Seniors' Art Exhibit
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We Salute...
The designers for their inventive talent

Quality Building Materials
Southeastern Supply Co., Inc.
3916 Prospect
259-9551

We Salute...
The builders for their craftsmanship

Compliments of
Smithers Roofing Co.
6850 E. 32nd
545-1804

Ever since the completion of the first wing of the Men's Residence Hall in 1964, the expansion of these facilities has either been in the planning or in the building stages. Marian's past rapid growth, coupled with the new development project should accommodate many new students.

We sincerely wish to thank all the men and women responsible for this expansion, and hope that Marian's growth will continue in the years to come.
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Compliments of
George F. Kirkhoff
Plumbing Contractor
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Stackhouse Building Specialties
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LINABURRY BRICK and BLOCK CO.
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AMERICAN PRE-CAST CONCRETE, INC.
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Kentucky To Welcome MC Corps for Derby

At last, the big day is coming! Someone else, besides the sleepy denizens will hear the golden tones of the Blue Knights Drum and Bugle Corps as they march in their first out-of-state parade.

Rehearsals and displays of rare fans, Marian's blue and gold will shine as Indiana's official state representative at the Kentucky Derby Parade. This is only the second time that an Indianapolis unit has ever participated. Breaking the ties of tradition, the corps will lead the Indiana division in the parade, replacing the Indianapolis Police motorcycle drill team.

To welcome Marian's "haughty" Corps at the Indiana-Kentucky State line will be the Louisville Civic Union, who will personally escort the group into the city. Afterwards, they will be the honored guests of the Kentucky Festival Committee at Churchill Downs for an afternoon of horse racing and perhaps a little leisure betting on the sides.

Traveling with the Blue Knights will be a photographer-reporter from the Columbus, Father John Elford, Mr. and Mrs. Robert Moran, Mr. and Mrs. Charles Blesiusmith, and Mr. and Mrs. Roy Sweany, who will act as cheerleaders during the trip.

During the three mile parade, the Corps will provide three hours of entertainment that will hopefully merit an invitation to return next year.

Coods Tour the World of Fashion

The House of Cood took a back seat, Sunday afternoon, Apr. 24, when the designers and attendants of the Marian College annual fashion show, "Whit Around the World," were the center of attention. Several models from Marian and several areas, wearing the clothing, demonstrated their talents in the field of fashion.

The students from Marian who exhibited their talents in the field of fashion were: Marita Boedding, Eileen Burch, Rosanne Collier, Cynthia Cook, Jo Ellen Cuthbertson, Charlene Epps, Elaine Harritt, Peggy Heiman, Sherry Hofmann, Pat Louch, Pat Patera, Judy Racing, Sandi Ritter, Colleen Shaner, Cynthia Sorque, Sally Stuart, Mary Stiles, Frances Wallace, and Ann Wilson.

The first settlers to arrive found an extremely thick forest flourishing on the swampy land. One wrote, "you couldn't see across Washington Street, much less ride a horse across it." The Circle was first settled by the citizens as the site for the Governor's mansion and in 1827 the structure was begun. But the building was never completed because the wife of the Governor complained that the location afforded little, if any, privacy. The unfinished edifice was torn down 39 years later and the Circle became a park.

Indians—of whom there are currently involved in campaigns for office in Mr. Morton's community and Marian in no exception.

In keeping with the times, the Kentucky Phoenix would like to offer some rules of the road for campaigners and voters.

Advice to Candidates:
1. Never say, "If I'm elected I promise to . . ." There will always be some way for you. If you don't say it, your promise will be heard above all the disappointments that will come from your mistakes.
2. Get hold of every outdated picture that you can and bring it up after you're elected. Don't count your votes by your campaign buttons and keep them guessing.
3. Ask every candidate, "Who made your poster?" It embarrasses them greatly.

With these helpful hints everyone should progress smoothly.

Good luck!

Would You Believe, Field Day Fun

Calling all Marian athletes! Don't miss the chance to match your skills with those of your friends at the Inter-club competition Field Day. Action starts at 11:30 a.m. with the picnic. At 1 p.m. the "rivalry" begins.

An egg toss will challenge all better-footed Knights and Maidens while the "Three Legged Fireman's Race" will offer all Marian men the opportunity to prove their physical prowess by carrying their favorite girl across the finish line.

After these activities the mixed relay will be nearly a hop, skip, jump and run.

In addition to the traditional cross country race around the lake, all males desiring to prove their "Chicken Fight."" Brag and ready women will be able to join a "Power Pig" football team. For those more sophisticated ladies, there will be a wagon race.

Points will be awarded to the class which wins each event. There will be a dinner for the over-all winners. The present sophomore class is the defending champion.

Inter-club Antics

All the fun of the fair was enjoyed by the "Third Legged Freeman's Cup" races will offer all Marian men the opportunity to prove their physical prowess by carrying their favorite girl across the finish line. After these activities the mixed relay will be nearly a hop, skip, jump and run.

Inter-club Antics

By Kris Ronesse & Eileen Burch

From the "Glop Drop" attics of the midway barkers, Marian enjoyed its first Inter-club Council carnival last Saturday night. Big Basses! Fantastically Tornadoes bleat! It was ethnic! There were among the affable contestants describing the joint effort of the campus clubs. In fact, Jane Westrom, IC president, attired the audience of the carnival to the appreciation and hard work of all the clubs.

The campus jack assumed to be the most popular spot was the Tornadoes with the "Three Legged Fireman's Flight." Everyone had the chance to cut at least 10 times.

Needless to say, with such campus energies as Des Bushy, George Hynek, John Swanson, Larry Hills, and Chuck Welch, the "Glop Drop" drew a crowd.

As the muzet of the Green Briar Lambda Thelma to the gym, the carnival gears slowed down in the dance and swung the fifty dollar door prize. When number twelve was called Kacy Dickman's "Eveon" could be heard above all the disappointments.

Words to the Wise

Candidates, Voters—Beware

Advice to Candidates:
1. Never say, "If I'm elected I promise to . . ." There will always be some way for you. If you don't say it, your promise will be heard above all the disappointments that will come from your mistakes.
2. Get hold of every outdated picture that you can and bring it up after you're elected. Don't count your votes by your campaign buttons and keep them guessing.
3. Ask every candidate, "Who made your poster?" It embarrasses them greatly.

With these helpful hints everyone should progress smoothly.

Good luck!

Advice to Voters:
1. If you hear the words, "If I'm elected I promise to . . .", grab a piece of paper and write down every word. The serious candidate says, You may be able to use for reference in the future.
2. Re-read every outdated picture which you don't want publicized. Reasons here are obvious.
3. Avoid committing yourself to anyone and collect campaign buttons and keep them guessing.
4. Ask every candidate, "Who made your poster?" It embarrasses them greatly.

With these helpful hints everyone should progress smoothly.

Good luck!

Field Day Fun

Calling all Marian athletes! Don't miss the chance to match your skills with those of your friends at the Inter-club competition on Field Day. Action starts at 11:30 a.m. with the picnic. At 1 p.m. the "rivalry" begins.

An egg toss will challenge all better-footed Knights and Maidens while the "Three Legged Fireman's Race" will offer all Marian men the opportunity to prove their physical prowess by carrying their favorite girl across the finish line. After these activities the mixed relay will be merely a hop, skip, jump and run.

In addition to the traditional cross country race around the lake, all males desiring to prove their "Chicken Fight."" Brag and ready women will be able to join a "Power Pig" football team. For those more sophisticated ladies, there will be a wagon race.

Points will be awarded to the class which wins each event. There will be a dinner for the over-all winners. The present sophomore class is the defending champion.

Start with your training program now for these rigorous activities so that you will be able to gain some points for your class.

Words to the Wise

Candidates, Voters—Beware

Advice to Candidates:
1. Never say, "If I'm elected I promise to . . ." There will always be some way for you. If you don't say it, your promise will be heard above all the disappointments that will come from your mistakes.
2. Get hold of every outdated picture that you can and bring it up after you're elected. Don't count your votes by your campaign buttons and keep them guessing.
3. Ask every candidate, "Who made your poster?" It embarrasses them greatly.

With these helpful hints everyone should progress smoothly.

Good luck!

Advice to Voters:
1. If you hear the words, "If I'm elected I promise to . . .", grab a piece of paper and write down every word. The serious candidate says, You may be able to use for reference in the future.
2. Re-read every outdated picture which you don't want publicized. Reasons here are obvious.
3. Avoid committing yourself to anyone and collect campaign buttons and keep them guessing.
4. Ask every candidate, "Who made your poster?" It embarrasses them greatly.

With these helpful hints everyone should progress smoothly.

Good luck!

Field Day Fun

Calling all Marian athletes! Don't miss the chance to match your skills with those of your friends at the Inter-club competition on Field Day. Action starts at 11:30 a.m. with the picnic. At 1 p.m. the "rivalry" begins.

An egg toss will challenge all better-footed Knights and Maidens while the "Three Legged Fireman's Race" will offer all Marian men the opportunity to prove their physical prowess by carrying their favorite girl across the finish line. After these activities the mixed relay will be merely a hop, skip, jump and run.

In addition to the traditional cross country race around the lake, all males desiring to prove their "Chicken Fight."" Brag and ready women will be able to join a "Power Pig" football team. For those more sophisticated ladies, there will be a wagon race.

Points will be awarded to the class which wins each event. There will be a dinner for the over-all winners. The present sophomore class is the defending champion.

Start with your training program now for these rigorous activities so that you will be able to gain some points for your class.
After the season opener with the Rose Poly Engineers was postponed, the Marian Knights baseball team began their season against Rose Poly on April 19. After a disastrous first inning, the Knights were behind 5-0 but rallied with two runs in the next two innings and four runs in the fifth to win the game, 10-5. Marian won the second game of the doubleheader, 4-3.

In the final game, the Knights lost 6-3. The Marian offense was not able to capitalize on bases loaded situations and the game ended. Roger Cesnik pitched the eighth inning and was tagged with the loss.

However, the Knights courageously fought back in the night cap taking the game from the Rose Poly Ks 7-5. Harry Sanders went the distance for the win. Ken Brown was tagged with the loss.

**Pitching Shortage Taking Its Toll**

The Marian College Athletic Department has announced that the Marian Knights baseball team has gotten off to a slow start this season. The Marian Maids volleyball team has also had a slow start to their season. The Marian Matadors football team has a perfect season record of 6-0. The Marian Matadors basketball team has a perfect season record of 6-0.

**Wingmen Show Capability During Unsuccessful Year**

Having competed in six track meets this season, the Marian Knights have been showing steady and definite improvement, although they have not yet seen the end of this year.

The Marian Maids volleyball team has not performed as well as expected early in the season. The Marian Maids volleyball team has won two matches but were unable to sustain their early success.

**Marian Netmen Hit Rough Spots On Road Meets**

The Marian Knights tennis team got off to a very slow start this season, dropping their first two matches of the campaign to Rose Poly and Wabash. The match with Rose Poly was postponed due to weather conditions and indoor court use because of poor weather conditions.

The Marian Maids volleyball team has won their first six matches and kept their perfect season record. They have gone on to rout both Normal College and Butler College.

**Volleyball Season**

**Duffers Plagued By Inconsistency Early In Season**

The Marian College golf season got underway April 2 with a 3-4 loss to the Engineers of Rose Poly. Larry Schmalz was medalist for the Knights and the meet with a final 70 deficit extremely cold and windy weather.

The Marian Maids volleyball team has won their first six matches and kept their perfect season record. They have gone on to rout both Normal College and Butler College.

**Water Conditioning**

**SALT NOBLE BREWER SALT CO.**

**Freshman Jack Helleit is a picture of concentration as he prepares his third shot toward the green.**

*Photo by Allie Barson*